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These new displays are ideal for presenting highlighted messages. Available in three sizes: 7. Instead, they
have magnetized 'pixels' with a white and a black side, with the white acting like the paper and the black
acting like the ink. E-ink monitors don't use back-lights, transparent layers or liquid crystals to display visuals.
One of the major advantages of an E Ink display for a secondary monitor is that there is no backlight or
front-lite, so it is easy on the eyes. Check out the best monitors of Here are the best 4K monitors All of this is
to say that the GL is made to be nice to look at, whether for gaming or general use. These products do not have
internal storage or a battery. Learn more:. Display in black, white, and red The second-generation Wireless
ePaper Displays offer three colors; black, white, and red. We filmed a dedicated video that shows how the
Onyx Boox performs and how you connect it up to your PC. They have the normal mode, which makes
browsing the web or programming in high resolution. Others can be connected to your smartphone or tablet
via Bluetooth and use dedicated apps. Along with a wall-mounting bracket suitable for office environments
and a stand for desktop usage, customers additionally receive a white and a black exchangeable frames to
adapt the display to the color of its surroundings. You can quickly scroll up and down on websites and can
even play videos. If you are viewing pictures or other heavy image based content you can turn on A2 mode,
which degrades the quality a bit, but really amps up the response time. Signage at the meeting-room doorways
is always up to date, offers genuine informational value, and creates transparency. The BenQ GL may not be
true e-ink, but it could have a similar effect on our eyes. This is why many people choose e-readers like the
Kindle, Kobo or Nook, because you can read for hours and not get any eye strain. Suitable for daylight and
graphics Suitable for use in daylight, the Wireless ePaper Displays present text and graphics and offer perfect
readability from any angle, without reflecting. There is no need for costly cable installations. The BenQ GL is
a monitor like almost any other. BenQ has been considering the eyes of gamers and general users for years,
with Low Blue Light modes in its monitors dating back some time. We saw the BenQ EW offering an almost
parchment paper-like mode back in , and now the company is going further with this 'ePaper' mode. He has
been writing about audiobooks and e-readers for the past ten years. While this could be helpful when dealing
with a lot of text, it's a considerably different technology than actual e-ink. The new ePaper mode is meant to
make it even easier on the eyes when going through large quantities of text. They have a rendering engine
called Floyd, which is basically a hybrid A2 mode, which has a few major benefits. The software for the
secondary monitor is excellent. People who have vision disorders or programmers are the best use case
scenarios. Onyx Boox â€” The Onyx Boox product line primarily focuses on two different segments. If you
want to buy one right now, I would go for the Paperlike Pro. Why should you buy a secondary monitor?
Battery life of up to 5 years The LANCOM Wireless ePaper Displays have a battery life of up to 5 years with
updates on average 2 times per day thanks to the extremely low power consumption and active avoidance of
interference. The perfect framework for your room signage The 7. This includes everything in the Paperlike
series. If you can afford to wait, I would recommend the Paperlike Pro Touch , which actually has a
touchscreen and an adjustable front-light. This brushed stainless steel frame optional extra is an optical
enhancement for its surroundings.


